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 Information mining is a capable idea with incredible potential to anticipate 
future patterns and conduct. It alludes to the extraction of concealed 
information from vast data sets by utilizing procedures like factual 
examination, machine learning, grouping, neural systems and genetic 
algorithms. In naive baye’s, there exists a problem of zero likelihood. This 
paper proposed RB-Bayes method based on baye’s theorem for prediction to 
remove problem of zero likelihood. We also compare our method with few 
existing methods i.e. naive baye’s and SVM. We demonstrate that this 
technique is better than some current techniques and specifically can analyze 
data sets in better way. At the point when the proposed approach is tried on 
genuine data-sets, the outcomes got improved accuracy in most cases. RB-
Bayes calculation having precision 83,333. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Information Discovery from Data (KDD) is the objective of information mining process [1]. 
Everybody is active on social media and their motive is not only too active on social media but also to 
generate information. Before purchasing anything, we always check reviews on social media. That reviews 
not only useful for the consumer but also for the manufacturer. With this pattern, there are more 
examinations on the programmed investigation and blend of data from client audits gathered from online 
networking. Because of the valuable data gave by these investigations, makers can enhance their items, the 
specialists can change strategies in like manner, and in addition, clients can pick the item most appropriate to 
their conditions. They can improve the features and can increase sales of their product. 

The advancement of innovation alongside the request of investigating obstinate data has prompted 
another exploration subject in normal dialect preparing and information mining named "conclusion mining 
and notion examination". Concentrates on this issue began from the 2000s, tending to a few issues including 
extremity characterization [2], [3], subjectivity characterization [4], [5], [6], [7], and conclusion spam 
location [8], [9], [10]. Early examinations concentrated on the basic data sources which for the most part 
contain the sentiment on one subject and the errand is the manner by which to arrange this supposition into 
the classes negative, unbiased or positive [11], [12], [13].  

Late issues with more entangled data sources have pulled in numerous specialists. An audit 
frequently contains assessments on various item perspectives, or contains practically identical feelings. A few 
issues of concern incorporate identifying equivalent sentences [14], [15], deciding viewpoints [16], [17], 
[18], rating angles [19], [20], [21] or deciding viewpoint weights [22], [23], [24]. Viewpoint based feeling 
examination as of late turns into a vital issue, in which we have to give the integrated slant on each item 
viewpoints. Viewpoint based feeling is more important because both manufacturer and customers want to 
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know that which features are more popular and on which features they need to do improvement. For 
example: Before purchasing mobile phone or laptop, customer always ask for their feature like 
camera,video,Bluetooth,brand,product price, special offer, dual sim,charging hour, battery backup, operating 
system etc. After finding which features are important, manufacturer can improve on that particular aspect. 

Some past examinations, for example, [25], [26] have proposed a model called the Latent Rating 
Regression (LRR) which is a sort of Latent Dirichlet Allocation to break down both perspective appraisals 
and viewpoint weights, or [27] utilized the Maximum A Posterior (MAP) procedure to handle the angle 
sparsity issue. This paper [25] depicted a non-parametric Bayes technique to perform parallel order on 
graphs. In perspective of computational many-sided quality it may be more worthwhile to think about 
different strategies to adaptively discover the tuning parameter, for example, observational. An iterative 
estimation technique in light of the slightest item relative mistake (LPRE) [26] misfortune is developed.  

An experimental probability deduction on the evaluated parameter vector is made. In this paper, our 
essential objective is to proposed new strategy to expel issue of probability of zero in naive bayes and to 
explore the estimation for parameters also, nonparametric capacity both theoretically and practically. The rest 
of paper is composed as takes after. In Section 2, we present the dataset. In Section 3, we present proposed 
RB-Bayes calculation. In Section 4, we speak to usage of RB-bayes calculation and furthermore 
demonstrated the examination with other algorithms. We give some finishing up comments and future work 
in Section 5.For the purpose of evaluation set one of variable as class label variable to convert text into 
numeric.If our dataset contains any text value,we need to convert into binary.Hot encoder class of sklearn 
will solve this purpose. RB-Bayes algorithm algorithm will apply after splitting dataset into testing and 
training. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 

The best test result for music feeling grouping was the utilization of Random Forest strategies for 
verses and sound features.Some mixture method can be manufacture utilizing irregular backwoods 
moreover [28]. Assessment mining models are assembled which competent for extraction printed information 
into structure so deliver supposition and ordered to decide people in general reaction to the exercises in 
network improvement programs [29]. [30] In this paper author tested the Multinomial Naïve Bayesian 
classifier, Support Vector Machine and Artificial Neural Network in this exploration. In our setup, SVM beat 
other two classifiers with noteworthy precision for the assignment. Out work can be utilized to take out right 
now accessible repetitive frameworks of making feeling power vocabulary. [31] This exploration produced a 
Decision Tree establishes in the element “aktif” in which the likelihood of the component “aktif” was from 
positive class in Multinomial Naive Bayes strategy. The assessment demonstrated that the most astounding 
precision of arrangement utilizing Multinomial Naïve Bayes.  
 
 
3. RESEARCH METHOD 
3.1.   Dataset 

From dataset, we can predict whether customer will purchase computer or not. We have five 
parameters. On basis of these parameters we will predict. Parameters are age, income; student and credit 
rating. As we can see from Figure 1, Age wise maximum response are from youth and senior. To check 
accuracy and for comparison we test proposed algorithm on small dataset. Similarly we have parameter 
income that consists of three values high, medium and low. Student type will be binomial consist of two 
values either yes or no.Credit rating will also be binomial type and consist of two values either fair or 
excellent. We want to predict variable buys computer consist of two values either yes or no. Similarly we 
have other parameters i.e. income' which consist of three values High, medium and low; student which 
consist values-Yes or No; Credit rating which consist values fair or excellent. 
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Figure 1. Age-wise response 
 
 
3.2.  RB-Bayes Algorithm  

RB-Bayes is one of simplest supervised technique. It is a classification system in light of bayes 
theorem. It is mostly used in text classification. Naive bayes is also based on bayes theorem. But unable to 
handle problem of  likelihood of zero possibility. RB-Bayes is proposed to solve this problem.RB-Bayes 
algorithm provides a way of calculating prediction. Look at equation below. 

 

𝑃  𝐹 =
𝑇

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
∗ (

𝑇𝑦 + ⋯ … … … … . +𝑇𝑦

𝑇 ∗ 𝑇
) 

 
RB-bayes Algorithm steps 
1. Each tuple that we wish to classify is represented by X=(x1 , x2 ……….xn) 
2. There are n numbers of labels. Given a tuple, X, the classifier will anticipate that X has a place with the 

label having the highest value from all labels. 
3. Checking highest value for labels 

(𝑃  𝐹 > 𝑃 𝐹)  Where y ≠ n 
Value of y and n are different labels. Maximum value from all labels will do prediction. 

4. Maximize 
 

Mean =  

 

𝑃 𝐹 = 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 ∗ (
𝑇 𝑎 + 𝑇 𝑏 + 𝑇 𝑐 + 𝑇 𝑑 … … … … 𝑇 𝑛

𝑇 ∗ 𝑇
) 

 
5. T (Yi), for i=1, 2, 3….n, is a prior probability value depends on labels. Prior probability of each class 

can be computed based on training tuples. We calculate  𝑇 𝑎 , 𝑇 𝑏 , 𝑇 𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑑 … … … . 𝑇 𝑛 and this 
needs to be maximized. Tya is calculated by comparing value with P(y).Count will store in 𝑇 𝑎 + 𝑇 𝑏 +

𝑇 𝑐 + 𝑇 𝑑 … … … … 𝑇 𝑛 wherever both values are active. Similarly for     𝑇 𝑏 , 𝑇 𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑑 . 
 

𝑇 𝑎 =  𝑃(𝑥  | 𝑌 ) 

 
= P(x1 | Yi) * P(x2 | Yi) * ………..P (xn | Yi) 
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6. Predicting class label depending upon highest value after comparing value of 𝑃 𝐹 , 𝑃 𝐹 
7. Factors affecting y and n can be n number of factors i.e.  𝑇 𝑎 , 𝑇 𝑏 , 𝑇 𝑐 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇 𝑑 … … … . 𝑇 𝑛 
8. The classifier predicts that the class label of tuple X is the class 𝑃 𝐹 𝑜𝑟 𝑃 𝐹 

 If and only if 
 

∗ (
…………

  ∗  
) > Or <  ∗ (

⋯……………………

 ∗  
) 

 
RB-Bayes classifier have minimum error rate as compared to other algorithms. All factors are taken into 
consideration. 

 
 
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

Python is used for implementation of methodology. We build RB-based algorithm based on baye’s 
theorem. Preprocessing steps done before applying proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 2. After we have 
dataset on which we want to implement this algorithm. We need to perform some preprocessing steps. 
Seperate tuple from label on which we want to do prediction. Single row represent tuple. We check it on 
small datasets as shown in Figure 3, compare with naive baye’s also. Dataset contains text data also. So need 
to convert this data into numeric form. Some categorical variables consist of more than two values. So after 
converting dataset into numeric, dataset consist of values more than 0 and 1 also depending on category. We 
need to do dummy encoding of those variables which consists more than two values. 

Our dataset is as great blend of categorical and  continuous qualities and fills in as a helpful case 
that is moderately simple to understand. Thus, the examiner is looked with the test of making sense of how to 
transform these content traits into numerical qualities for encourage processing. Label encoding has the 
preferred standpoint that it is direct however it has the drawback that the numeric qualities can be 
"confounded" by the calculations. A typical elective approach is called one hot encoding. In spite of the 
diverse names, the fundamental methodology is to change over every classification esteem into another 
segment and appoints a 1 or 0 (True/False) esteem to the segment.Dataset is shown in Table 1. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Methodology used for prediction 
 
 

Table 1. Dataset 
Age Income Student Credit ratimg Buys_Computer 

Youth High No Fair No 
Youth High No Excellent No 

Middle_aged High No Fair Yes 
Senior Medium No Fair Yes 
Senior Low Yes Fair Yes 
Senior No Yes Excellent No 

Middle_aged Low Yes Excellent Yes 
Youth Medium No Fair No 
Youth Low Yes Fair Yes 
Senior Medium Yes Fair Yes 
Youth Medium Yes Excellent Yes 

Middle_aged Medium No  Excellent Yes 
Middle_aged High Yes Fair Yes 

Senior Medium No Excellent No 
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Table 2. Dummy Encoding 
Age Middle_aged Senior Youth Income High Low Medium 

Youth 0 0 1 High 1 0 0 
Youth 0 0 1 High 1 0 0 

Middle_aged 1 0 0 High 1 0 0 
Senior 0 1 0 Medium 0 0 1 
Senior 0 1 0 Low 0 1 0 
Senior 0 1 0 Low 0 1 0 

Middle_aged 1 0 0 Low 0 1 0 
Youth 0 0 1 Medium 0 0 1 
Youth 0 0 1 Low 0 1 0 
Senior 0 1 0 Medium 0 0 1 
Youth 0 0 1 Medium 0 0 1 

Middle_aged 1 0 0 Medium 0 0 1 
Middle_aged 1 0 0 High 1 0 0 

Senior 0 1 0 Medium 0 0 1 

 
 

As we know python is based on mathematical equations, so all dataset must in binary form. But our 
dataset contains text data. First step is to convert all dataset into numeric. We import class Label Encoder 
from sklearn to change data from text into numeric. Age and income contains three categories. Under age 
categories youth converted into 2, middle-aged converted into 0 and last senior converted into 1.Under 
income categories high is converted into 0,medium converted into 2 and low is converted into 1.  
OneHotEncoder class will convert this data from numeric to binary because python understand only binary 
data. Dummy encoding will be generated by OneHotEncoder class as shown in Table 2. Data has been 
converted into binary form. 

We compare the result with naive Bayes. Suppose we wish to predict value for below tuple whether 
this tuple will purchase computer or not. X = (age=youth, income=medium, student=yes, credit rating=fair) 
Using RB-Bayes algorithm, we are going to predict the possibility for above tuple. 
 

 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
 

 

 

 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 =  

 
Total yes consist of all records that purchases computer and Total no consist of those who do not purchase 
computer. So, we are calculating mean. 
mean_yes=0.64 and mean_no=0.36 and total number of samples =14 
After calculating mean, now we take summation of all factors who said yes to purchase computer and 
similarly calculating for those who said no for purchasing computer. 
 

                                                             
 

P F =                                                                  

 
Tya, Tyb, Tyc and Tyd are total number of factors where Tya is one and even value for label is also one. 
Where both of the condition is true that gives value for these factors. Totalyes count number of yes from total 
number of samples.Totalno count number of no from total number of samples. To calculate value for 
probability for yes or no we multiply value with meanyes and meanno respectively after calculating 
summation of PyF and PnF. 
 
PyF=18 
PnF=8 

Pyes=PyF * meanyes 
Pno = PnF * meanno 

Pyes=0.32 
Pno=0.14 
 

Compare values for probability of yes and probability of no to find greater value. Greater value will 
decide whether particular tuple will purchase a computer or not. Value for PyF is greater than PnF. 
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So we can predict that this tuple will purchase computer.Our algorithm removes the problem of zero 
probability and also improves accuracy. To find this we divide our data into training and test set. We set test 
size=0.37.We test same dataset using naïve bayes and RB-bayes algorithm also to check accuracy.After 
calculating value for probability of yes i.e. Pyes and probability of no i.e.Pno, we compare these two values and 
highest value does prediction. We test the accuracy score in python using class accuracy score. From 
sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score print ('Accuracy score:', accuracy_score(y_test,y_pred)) 

Using RB-Bayes algorithm, value of accuracy =83.3Using Naive bayes algorithm, value of 
accuracy=50. Reason is in Naive Bayes when we end up with probability of zero, we lose effect for other 
factors also. Although we use Laplace correction that each one value in each account but in actual value is 
zero. IN RB-Bayes, we remove possibility of zero. In machine learning, Support vector machines (SVMs, 
additionally bolster vector systems) are directed learning models with related learning calculations that break 
down information utilized for grouping and relapse examination. We apply same dataset on SVM also for 
comparison. SVM methodology is implemented in Rapid miner as shown in Figure 3. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Implementation with SVM 
 
 

Nominal to numerical operator is used to convert text data into numerical.Before applying SVM; 
it is require converting data into numerical form. Performance operator is used to test the accuracy of 
model.Confusion matrix is generated as shown in Figure 4. This Operator is utilized to measurably assess the 
qualities and shortcomings of a double order, after a prepared model has been connected to named data. 
A paired arrangement makes forecasts where the result has two conceivable qualities: call them positive and 
negative. 

In addition, the forecast for every Example might be correct or wrong, prompting. TP - the quantity 
of "genuine positives", positive Examples that have been accurately distinguished. FP - the quantity of "false 
positives", negative Examples that have been inaccurately recognized. FN - the quantity of "false negatives", 
positive Examples that have been inaccurately recognized. TN - the quantity of "genuine negatives", negative 
Examples that have been accurately recognized. 83.3 is not bad accuracy of RB-Bayes algorithm. So we can 
characterize exactness measures of model as a component of the check accurately anticipated 
records.Accuracy using SVM shown in Figure 5. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Confusion matrix 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Accuracy using SVM  
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we study the supervised techniques which allow doing prediction based on training 

data. Naive bayes algorithm for data mining has been reviewed and a new approach is proposed. It is 
important to stress that the proposed algorithm consider all factors even if probability of likelihood is zero. 
Apart from the existing supervised techniques, this model may also be of interest in market where 
manufacturers or seller wants to know why their sale is up or down. On what factors they need to give 
importance or work. They can improve sales performance. We can know what the factors affect the buying 
decision of customer are. Tests are directed to confirm this calculation for small datasets and promising 
outcomes are acquired. In future, this idea of amalgamation of bunching and characterization can be 
connected over enormous information influencing utilization of guide to diminish method to deal with vast 
databases. 
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